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Draco and harry fanfiction daddy

This tag belongs to the Additional Tags category. This tag is not generally marked and cannot be filtered (yet). Draco glanced at him, looked him in the eye, who had Harry's heart racing. Hi... Tattoo. Language: English Words: 1517 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 308 Bookmarks: 24 Hits: 11,910 After returning to Hogwarts in year eight, Harry is restless. Everyone else seems fine - all but
Draco Malfoy, who drifts around the castle like a ghost. Then Harry learns something about Draco. Something that might just save them both. Part 1 Little Draco Language Poem: English Words: 10717 Chapters: 5/5 Glory: 1469 Bookmarks: 162 Hits: 20234 Itch Harry, and Draco can use a scratch. Language: English words: 2,392 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Kudos: 799
Bookmarks: 70 Hits: 16,873 A few months after the end of Hogwarts, things suddenly go sideways when the true nature of Harry and Draco's relationship becomes public. How will their families react? Part 2 Little Draco Poem Language: English Words: 9057 Chapters: 4/4 Glory: 1197 Bookmarks: 84 Hits: 13828 Harry had another hard day at work, and so he left his children to
play with his aunts Hermione and Pansy, but when he arrives home he is beautifully surprised by his beloved husband. Language: English Words: 2,964 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 244 Bookmarks: 23 Hits: 12,080 Harry had a tough day and his boy knows how to make it better. Language: English Words: 2,245 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Glory: 673 Bookmarks: 64 Views: 10825 Bath,
Read, Sleep... These were things he was going to do as soon as he walked into his room. But these queer underpants ... And then well, maybe you shouldn't touch me, he challenged him? But those damned bright green eyes said something different. If he wanted to play, they would play. Language: English Words: 2,375 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 223 Bookmarks: 32 Hits: 4689 DDLB
Drarry Reason We.are.lackingjust domestic set fluff i supposeuh, Draco colors Harry surprise. Language: English Words: 622 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 192 Bookmarks: 11 Hits: 3045 How the whole ddlb thing came because someone asked! Draco can't handle the struggles of the world and unconsciously finds an escape. Fortunately, Harry is more than happy to help. Language:
English Words: 1,253 Sections: 1/? Glory: 126 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2136 In which Harry sits with Draco for breakfast in one day. Then he walks Draco to class. Then he invites him to Hogsmead. Then they hang out. Then they fall in love. Part 2 dad! Harry ;))) Language: English Words: 3,304 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 623 Bookmarks: 59 Hits: 11,108 In Which Bratsey Dares Draco to
Call Harry Daddy a Fortnight Part 3 Dad! Harry ;))) Language: English Words: 2,987 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 543 Bookmarks: 57 Hits: 9138 Draco Too Stressed About What the Dark Lord Asks Him to Do and Accidentally Slips Into Little Space Simply Harry is bursting into the toilet he's in. Language: English Words: 642 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 267 Bookmarks: 14 Hits: 3956 Draco
Malfoy tries to make his way through life after being vindicated by his father for being gay. Having taken a job at the Department of Magic Games and Sports at the Ministry of Magic, Dracau meets the Minister for The Magic of Harry Potter, who seems to have an interesting connection with his father. Responding to a dating profile, Drucko soon learns that his father and he have
much more in common that he ever imagined, and it all revolved around one Harry Potter. AU - Harry is older and is the same age as Lucius Malfoy. Language: English Words: 6,258 Sections: 3/? Glory: 152 Bookmarks: 29 Hits: 2910 I think flower shop/tattoo parlor AU cycled through the novel to the basic essentials after the year we had, right? (click on the image for better
quality) Their businesses help each other send lighting meeeee AHHHHHHHHH Draco and past taps  it may be the only time I'm interested in flower shop Tattoo Salon au and ofc it @dragontamerdame 'does  I've never been to tattoo tropes, but it's art so cute After all this time, Draco? Cringetober day 5 meme pattern If it's not Pottah-My Day goes great Draco,
thanks for asking. Are you coming to Quidditch to practice later today? Of course I am, somebody has to get your duu. We're on the same team. Well, that's not how I can play when big Potta took my place. ... Oh, stay it' for you lucky to be warming up the bench. Who would catch you every time you fall off the broom then? Yes, my hero. I'll even save you from the denominators.
Oh, really now? Well, we can't let them steal your first kiss. Hilarious. How long did it take you to come up with this? I have a proposal to draw ferrets, so I drew a ferret ;) Draco being a dramatic bitch we all know he and Pansy are tired of having to deal with it Comic Book commissioned for a lovely @drarryruinedme7. I'd never drawn a Scorpio before, but I would protect it with my
life.  Haha simp This Christmas, Harry Potta and Draco Malloy, will bring you the story of two young men throwing and crushing at each other after a night of crazy drinkingOriginal:Father that squatting joke my friend is not me, credit back to him Extra:cant wait to finish his&lt;3 attempts to Draco flirt with harry's oblivion my favorite Next Draco: I can't believe Potter took Luna
Lovegud to The Servant's Party. Why would anyone want to give some blond hairy, silvery eye to the awfulness that keeps going about their father? Pansies: Hmm. Draco... The whole class is studying, but Harry doesn't pay attention because Draco sits next to his leftSo professor asks him: Mr. Potter, what are you doing? The professor stops and looks at Harry, whose left arm
Table Er, nothing, Professor Harry replies, but his hand still remains under the tableThen why is your left hand under the table? Show me what you have thereProfessor sees Draco and Harry whisper something to each other, so professor again asks Harry to show what he's doing under the tableIt's waiting for him to have there? Notes? Letter? Book? Food? Sweets? But
everyone suffies as Harry pulls his hand up, which is intertwined with the left hand of DracoThe whole class looks at them two, some sufficient, some giggle, no one even realized that Draco's right hand is also under the table before (Draco's a leftie)Blushing Draco is red, but Harry smiles like an idiot, he still holds Draco's hand tightly to ask Hermioni a question like What the hell is
just going on? Is Harry dating Malfoy? When did it happen? The professor then looks at them and sighs, turning around to keep teachingMean, Draco pulls back and ties to Harry It wasn't like we plan to come out as a paraI improviserI hate youY'm like yaI Harry intertwines his hands again under the table, Draco rage, but he doesn't pull back because apparently he loves it too
Harry: Draco got drunk and set fire to our marriage certificate. Harry: He yelled - Good luck trying to get me back without a recipient! Someone said prickly Draco Malfoy ??? I love this trope so darn lot never gets old Should I list what what I love about it:-Draco hair, hair omfg Draco and also how it's all sorted out in a pillow-Harry plump face in both of them, especially the one
where he sleeps and still petal af about it-Draco in shock that tf just happened face, potter really-harry glasses in the background BC I know for sure who it is for lol-how Harry as I know it is for a laugh, but it also makes me so soft, zully hoooww you amazing ❤️ and improved distracting boyfriend Meme.  Welcome stealing glasses! ft my hard theory hp that draco is a golden girl fan
ach like a ritual! Sure! Typically, it is never noticed throughout Hogwarts, especially in the year after the war. The ritual was thrown to the roadside during the war, of course, but now that everything is said and done, love is blossoming now more than ever. So the ritual begins again - when a couple (or more) happens to start dating, they switch ties on day one and wear each other.
However, this is usually not noticed. Mainly for the reason that most students stayed within their homes to get friends or more. They switch, of course, but switching yellow and black tie for just another and black happened to defeat the goal. Some made shows in the halls removing their own connections and trading. Very few happened to trade with different colours, hardly ever
another house would wear green. That's all changed in one day. Suddenly, Harry Potter himself was wearing a green and silver tie. Rumors spread why - it couldn't really be because of the ritual? Was this supposed to be another reason? But as soon as Draco Malfoy (dressed in a red and gold tie) entered the Great Hall, voices were raised and glances were cast in either
direction. The noose settled soon enough before another climb began a few days later. Hermione Granger strolled inside the Great Hall wearing a silver and grey tie. No rumours had time to spread as she walked side by side with Pansy Parkinson, wearing a red and gold tie loosely around her own neck. Hermione kissed Pansy's cheek before leaving Pansy to go to her own table,
returning to go to the library. The staff ignored the whispers, but was pleasantly surprised by the lack of backlash. It was a week before the conversation died again, and another week after that until the last Golden Trio had their moment to shine. He sat in the Great Hall, biting his lips and looking at the man he wanted most - Blaise Zabini. And the man stared straight back, never
looking away, how much Ron was choked up and kept trying for himself. Finally, Blees stood chasing the entire hall before dragging Ron to his feet, grabbing him by the tie and pulling him in a kiss. Hall immediately started talking again, loudly, some even cheering. Bleus unleashed a tie around his neck, breaking a kiss and raising Ron's tie from around him before switching them
right in front of the whole school. In later years, Harry would be proud to be the reason everyone ended up together. Hermione rolled her eyes, and Pansy complained that her friend wasn't there to protect her when they first came out. And Ron would say, as he always does, that Blees was too damn dramatic, but, Merlin, he loved this man. Harry: Draco may be a bitch, but he's my
bitch...... Wait Draco: No, keep going Harry: I hate when I misjudge my glasses because then they are forced to walk around looking like they're suspicious of everything in roomdraco: whattabout you, cabinet? Are you a sketchy piece of shit? Are you going to get them in? Harry: shuT UP Finally had a bit of time to finish this, started this on the first day of rain and now I miss it
again.  Again. 
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